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Confronting
Kalamazoo’s
Homelessness
Crisis

From the Publisher
Sticking with the status quo will only make the homelessness crisis worse

“I

s it just me, or are there a lot more
people who appear homeless?” I was struck by
that question from my father, the third of my
family’s four generations from Kalamazoo. I
assumed someone living the past two decades
in Chicago — or in any big U.S. city where
homelessness is often concentrated and extremely visible — might be desensitized to such
observations.
His was a serious question as a visitor a
year after residents brought statewide media
attention and tough questions for local leaders regarding the perennial crisis of homelessness.
For residents here, however, the question
has become rhetorical. In the immediate aftermath of the summer of 2018 Bronson
Park protest encampment, we began wondering: What is the state of the fight to end
homelessness in Kalamazoo? And why does
it seem so ineffective?
The spotlight on our homelessness crisis
has since waned, and yet the response by local leaders is not sustainable. So what happens next? Can Kalamazoo do better?
This journalism project was borne from
those questions. Kalamazoo County is in
need of a broader discussion of this crisis,
and it is a conversation better held — for individuals experiencing homelessness, stewardship of taxpayer dollars, and the health
of the local economy — sooner than later.
The Homefront is a reminder of this crisis,
of the toll it takes on the most vulnerable in
our community, and the opportunities that
exist to bring meaningful change.
The narratives in these pages aim to not
only help us understand the system in which
homeless people survive and service providers operate, but also highlight reasons for
hope that we can reach what we’re setting
out as the goal: to have the fewest number
of people experiencing homelessness for the
least amount of time as humanly possible.
The analysis from our reporting leads
us to an obvious conclusion: the status quo
cannot achieve that goal. Even with the best
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efforts by service providers and other tacticians, some of which we are focusing attention on in this special publication, the people
most vulnerable to the most severe impacts
of homelessness still remain vulnerable.
A significant resource we relied on was the
U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness
(USICH), a federal agency that began its
work during the Reagan administration and
continues to research the crisis and provide
extensive information on successful strategies and best practices used elsewhere.
“We must design community responses
that prevent homelessness whenever possible,” USICH says. “When we aren’t able
to prevent it, we must make sure it’s a rare,
brief, and one-time experience.”
USICH’s suggested actions for local communities to achieve that goal are not easy or
quick, but they are logical, rational and — as
other communities have proven — successful and cost-effective: an efficient system
through which people at risk of or experiencing homelessness move; where appropriate services are available, accessible, and tailored to address symptoms and root causes
of their homelessness but without negatively
impacting access to shelter or housing; with
accountability for and of service, shelter, and
housing providers, as well as regulators and
managers of the system.
We found a multitude of tacticians — including social service, housing, and shelter
providers — committed to ending homelessness. But they’re hampered by an overall
lack of coordinated countywide leadership
to guide those tactics under a strategy to ensure best practices, efficiency, effectiveness,
and responsibility for success in pursing established goals.
The crisis needs to be addressed with a
level of authority that will shepherd colloquial demands and tactics into a strategy of
enlightened self-interest.
The Kalamazoo County government,
working with City Hall leaders and other
community stakeholders, is best placed to

A homeless man rests at Ministry With Community’s former day shelter on Church Street.

guide our community toward the goal of
ending homelessness locally.
While much of the available services and,
thus, homeless population are located in the
city of Kalamazoo, municipal leaders lack
the mandate, bandwidth and skill set to manage a crisis that can’t be contained by jurisdictional boundaries.
The county government can and should
bring together its more than two dozen
municipalities, streamline funding and appropriations to address the challenges of
homelessness and ensure the community has
bought into an equitable, successful, and sustainable strategy.
As last year’s encampment in Bronson
Park proved, the fallout from the status quo
will make it exponentially harder and more
expensive to continue to ignore this respon-

sibility than to claim and execute leadership.
The next step is for leadership to step up,
create and execute a strategy informed by
data and best practices.
Without such a strategy, there’s no way to
fully gauge the effectiveness, redundancies
and plain failures of the status quo, let alone
identify what additional tactics are necessary or changes tacticians need to make. And
without leadership, there’s no one taking
the responsibility to measure our community’s success at implementing the strategy,
no ability to set key performance indicators
and benchmarks against which to evaluate
the tacticians and ultimately no one held responsible.
The Homefront is a journalism project of
optimism. There’s much hope in the oppor-

tunity to be taken by our local leaders, not
only because of faith in the community itself to hold them accountable. A local leadership that takes this crisis seriously can look
to communities across the nation that have
drastically reduced their homelessness crisis for proven examples that can be adapted
for Kalamazoo — communities with fewer
resources and histories of successful outside-the-box strategies to solve entrenched
problems.
To be clear, The Homefront is not a panacea. There’s always more that can be written, more questions asked, more insights to
be found. There are hundreds of important
stories and ideas that we could not get to.
Not every problem is raised, question asked,
or solution introduced. But it is our part, as

a local media outlet, to contribute thought
leadership and ideas for policymakers and
stakeholders to use to better our community.
Until then, the status quo persists: those
doing good work continue to do so but with
little community-wide results to show for
it; the true financial costs to taxpayers and
the economy are hard to quantify; and when
winter weather comes again, the risk returns
that someone in our community will again
die shivering in the night.

Ben Lando

Publisher of The Homefront
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In Search of a Strategy
Pressure is on leaders in Kalamazoo County to end a homelessness crisis

I

t has been a year since homeless residents pitched tents in Bronson Park in the
heart of Kalamazoo, bringing significant attention at the time to the perennial crisis, but
there’s been little progress to end it.
“It is a problem of such magnitude,” says
David Anderson, a Kalamazoo city commissioner. “I would say [we are] still trying to
figure it out a year later.”
Many officials throughout Kalamazoo
County who spoke to The Homefront say there is
no strategy to end the homelessness crisis.
Without a strategy, however, it will be
all but impossible to rally and organize the
various tacticians to achieve the goal of significantly reducing if not eliminating homelessness, which to some degree nearly 80
communities in the country have achieved,
according to the U.S. Interagency Council
on Homelessness (USICH).
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In order to create and execute that strategy, says USICH, a collection of 19 federal agencies and advisors established by
President Ronald Reagan and tasked with
research and recommendations to decrease
homelessness in the country, a community
requires its leaders to play a crucial role. (In
September 2019, it released one of its latest
reports titled The Evidence Behind Approaches
that Drive an End to Homelessness.)
“The support of county commissioners and other elected officials is critical to
ending chronic homelessness,” Matthew
Doherty, executive director of USICH, told
The Homefront.
Kalamazoo city and county taxpayers
and governments are putting significant resources toward initiatives to house and keep
people in their homes, indeed. Many local
elected officials are also involved in some

Above: Dozens of tents and shelters made up the
homeless encampment in Kalamazoo’s Bronson
Park in September 2018. Right: Homeless
individuals near the Kalamazoo Transportation
Center in September 2019.

aspect of the response, tactics like improving housing availability, support services or
anti-poverty initiatives. Anderson himself
serves on the board of an affordable housing
nonprofit developer and manages housing
projects for the county’s mental health and
substance abuse agency.
“So you’ve got everyone just trying to
manage their budget and do the work that
needs to be done,” says Anderson, who also
serves on the county’s public housing commission, which has housed 100 families with
school-aged kids each year since a 2015
countywide millage was approved by voters.

More recently, in September 2019, the White House Council of
Economic Advisors issued a report recommending a series of actions
that contradict both research by USICH — which was not consulted
for the report — and best practice successes in the United States and
abroad.
The White House report was widely panned by national housing
and anti-homelessness groups, and further muddied the waters in
what feels in communities like Kalamazoo to be a rising tide of a
crisis.
While there’s general agreement on how to successfully end
homelessness, it is often multifaceted and requires refocusing how
programs and funding are organized within a community.

Leaders Lack Authority

Significant local resources dedicated to the crisis are being undercut by decreased state and national funding while being outpaced by
an increasing number of people facing homelessness.
The shuttering of most Michigan psychiatric hospitals in the
1990s and lagging replacement of funding, for example, has been a
burden borne further by local communities as people with bespoke
needs for and difficulties of living at home turn to life on the streets,
clogging emergency rooms and crowding jails.
“It’s not just a Kalamazoo problem, it’s a nationwide problem”
made worse by cuts to low income and subsidized housing development programs, says Anderson. “What it has left is local communities to patch things together to make it work.”

It appears to be a tall order in Kalamazoo County to get enough
policy makers to take appropriate action, in part because local leaders
are too focused on urgent needs to have time to step back and think
about broad strategy to a complex issue and, in part, because they are
constrained by a lack of clear-cut authority.
“The counties are really a unique entity in Michigan. We don’t have
a lot of authority actually,” Julie Rogers, chairperson of the Kalamazoo County Board of Commissioners, told The Homefront. “We can’t
dictate to a city, township, or a village ‘you shall do this.’”
The county may be unable to use a stick on its municipalities, but it
can produce the carrots that convince them the county government is
best placed to lead: it can solidify a community-wide mission; wrangle
the dozens of municipalities within its borders to share the burden instead of doing either not enough or more than their fair share; formulate a strategy based on well-researched best practices and inspired by
the success of other communities; maximize federal, state, and other
funding opportunities and efficiently allocate these to address needs
throughout the county; and hold everyone — including themselves —
accountable.
USICH’s Doherty says local elected officials are both best placed
to know local community needs and bring the appropriate support
to heel.
“They can set ambitious annual goals around the creation of permanent supportive housing, mobilize resources and efforts to achieve
them, and create accountability for progress. They can encourage sectors, like health care, housing developers, law enforcement, and the
business community to come to the table in support of effective solutions,” says Doherty. “And they can help identify and reduce systemwide barriers, like discrimination or lack of coordination across agencies and systems, that keep people from getting the help they need.”
It’s difficult to explain how a community is going to reach its goal
of reducing homelessness if the strategy to do so is not defined, and
without defining it, it’s difficult to hold officials to account for diverging from it.
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Take the county commission in the summer
and fall of 2018: while protestors and the City
of Kalamazoo were battling over Bronson
Park, political infighting on the county comission led to the temporary defunding of an
anti-poverty agency.
If core governance in a community —
such as at the county level — is distracted,
then a municipality such as the City of
Kalamazoo is forced to punch too far above
its weight, as it did in the aftermath of the
Bronson Park encampment.
Despite a vocal and aggressive response,
the city struggled to maintain momentum.
On a page on the city’s website titled Efforts
to Address Homelessness in Kalamazoo, which
was created as the city began taking heat for
proposed ordinance changes perceived as
burdensome to homeless people living outside, there’s a chronology of action and reaction. The last post is dated Nov. 14, 2018,
noting a “very small turn-out” to a meeting
with homeless people. “Attendance may have
been affected by a weekly meal being offered
at a local church at the same time,” the post
said. No one attended a subsequent meeting.
(Kalamazoo City Manager Jim Ritsema
did not reply to multiple emails and calls for
an interview and information about the city’s
response over the past year in time for publication.)
A year later, various private, nonprofit,
and governmental entities continue to chip
away at the increasing count of homeless
students, families, and individuals throughout Kalamazoo County.
“We are a regional center for services [in
southwest Michigan]. Not only the county,
but more so the city of Kalamazoo,” Anderson says. “The city is putting vastly more
funding into housing than ever before. …
The city is not a housing provider, it is not a
mental health services or support provider.”
He says the Kalamazoo County Public Housing Commission, which he helped
launch a decade ago, is best placed — and,
now, timely — to be empowered to manage processes and strategy toward a goal of
ending homelessness.
“We don’t have a state-run system [but]
I presume you could be more effective,” Anderson says.
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Largest sources of homelessness-prevention funds
coming into Kalamazoo County:
• U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
2018: $1.762 million
2019: $1.672 million (estimated)
• Michigan State Housing Development Authority’s Emergency Solutions Grant
2018: $455,000
2019: $487,000
• Kalamazoo County Local Housing Assistance Fund millage, a 2015 voter-approved
0.1 mill property tax for housing assistance to families with school-age children
who are homeless or at-risk of homelessness: More than $4.1 million since 2016
(Sources: Kalamazoo County, State of Michigan, Local Initiative Support Corp. of Kalamazoo)

Rogers says the public housing commission is doing “the day-to-day grind” and that
the county administration’s role “is taking it
to the next level … trying to figure out more
of a regional strategy.”
Why hasn’t that been moved forward, or
the county cracked down on tacticians that
may not be deploying best practices? “We
have a lot of balls in the air to juggle,” Rogers says. “We try to be community partners
on a variety of things.”
Without a strategy to end homelessness
and leadership stepping up to implement the
strategy, the efforts by these tacticians are
being underutilized and recommendations
of best practices as researched and outlined
by the federal government are ignored.
Rogers pushes back on accusations that
county leadership lacks focus on strategy
with a list of some of its achievements: a
permanent $125,000 annual budget line to
help the county’s Public Housing Commission starting in 2013, which is used to prevent foreclosures and help homeless families
with school-age kids to get into homes; referrals to support services such as mental
health care; supporting group housing opportunities that incorporate support services; and a push to focus on affordable housing.
“I don’t know that it can be solved 100%,”
she says, pointing to the prevalence of the

drug epidemic in the county and the needs of
those suffering from mental illness, both of
which are taxing endeavors to address. Plus,
“while homelessness is getting a lot of the
press, part of the issue we are discovering is
there is not enough affordable housing.”
Rogers says the county administrator,
Tracie Moored, has been tasked with connecting with municipal leaders in Kalamazoo
County to prepare for taking care of homeless people during extreme winter weather
and broadly collaborating on other tactics.
(Moored provided The Homefront with a list
of ways the county is contributing to fighting homelessness though did not reply to an
email query about municipal collaboration in
time for publication.)
While Kalamazoo has been experiencing
a warmer-than-normal fall, winter weather
looms, bringing additional risk to those who
are unsheltered.
“We need to start planning for winter now.
… We will have refugee camps throughout
the county,” Nathan Dannison, the outspoken senior pastor at First Congressional
Church in downtown Kalamazoo wrote in
a call-to-action Facebook post on Sept. 24.
“And I’m not talking about letter writing or
political strategy stuff. That’s important, but
we are going to need tents, blankets, medicine, socks and shoes, etc.”

The Struggle
After a cascade of unfortunate events, navigating a difficult system of assistance

H

eather Sadler stands in the foyer of
Ministry with Community, a drop-in day
shelter in Kalamazoo’s Northside neighborhood, her eyes trained on the sidewalk leading out to the parking lot as it fills up with
wet snow falling from a drab, gray sky in
early December 2018.
By nighttime, visitors to day shelters like
these for warmth and a bite to eat will have
to leave. Some may head to the Kalamazoo
Gospel Mission, across from the bus and
train depot. The Mission is the only overnight emergency shelter in the county and is
run privately by a church with prerogatives
and rules that have turned off some and
turned away others.
Other homeless individuals will head
to someone’s couch — which makes them
technically not homeless, for the purposes
of some government statistics. Or, they will
find a pre-arranged transitional shelter, or
less-than-ideal options such as outside in a
doorway, a vacant building, under a bridge
or in a vehicle.
Sadler, 31, is waiting for a ride from her
social worker to a gas station where she’ll use
a pre-paid card to buy kerosene for a heater
to warm her tent. It’s two months before the
Polar Vortex would hit bringing the worst
of winter to the area. She told The Homefront
that she, her boyfriend and their dog chose
to live outside in a tent encampment on the
nearby banks of the Kalamazoo River with
about 10 other homeless individuals.
“We know the cold is coming, but it’s better
to be outside than somewhere we are not welcome,” she says. “It’s better to make your own
way than to try to go through a system that’s
confusing and doesn’t guarantee you a place to
live. A lot of people don’t know what to do.”
In Kalamazoo, where there’s a plethora of
service providers and affordable housing advocates but a scarcity of affordable housing,
the generosity that the area is known for is
easily overshadowed by frustration — and
the frustration is evidenced by the backlog
of people in need.
“This is America. How can we have so
many people not housed?” David Artley,

chairperson of the non-partisan Kalamazoo
County Public Housing Commission, told
The Homefront. The commission has housed
nearly 300 families with school-aged children in the three years since voters approved
a 0.1 millage. “It’s an ongoing battle, and we
need to try new and different things.”
While services and assistance for jobs,
education and physical and behavioral health
care are a necessary component to getting
and staying out of homelessness, it is only
effective with realistic and rapid housing opportunities and a clear pathway.
Studies conducted by, on behalf of, or
cited by the U.S. Interagency Council on
Homelessness (USICH) all found such systems were both successful in reducing homelessness, more cost effective than non-coordinated systems, and ultimately reduced the
overall price of tackling homelessness in the
respective communities.
“There is a significant body of research
and evidence that documents the positive impacts of housing stability—and the negative
impacts of housing instability—on families
and individuals,” according to a September
2019 report by USICH called The Evidence
Behind Approaches that Drive an End to Home-

The Ministry with Community drop-in day
shelter check-in, 2015.

lessness. “Accordingly, effective responses to
homelessness focus on helping people get
and keep housing, and to use housing as a
foundation for accessing services, supports,
and opportunities in their communities.”
In the large Ministry with Community
waiting room of wet and worn clothes and
bags, at least 100 people are taking a respite
from the weather. They lay on plastic benches, using backpacks as pillows, share snacks
in worn Ziplock bags, put their heads down
on tables and take a nap, the hood of their
sweatshirt pulled tight over their heads to
muffle the sounds of occasional screaming
children. They knit scarves, watch YouTube
videos on their phones, talk to each other
about where they’re off to next.
Many stare — out the windows, at people
coming through the door of the Ministry
with Community shelter and at each other,
faces ruddy and reddened by the cold wind,
eyes watery. Bodies slouching with exhaustion. On a TV monitor near a counter staffed
by shelter employees, the times for lunch
and activities come and go, then an inspiraPUBLISHED FALL 2019 • 7

tional saying: “Tough Times Never Last But
Tough People Do.”

Out of Your Control
You are being let go from your job. You
were already living paycheck to paycheck,
like nearly 40 percent of households in Kalamazoo do, according to a 2019 United Way
Financial Hardship Study. You worry about
paying bills and buying groceries, clothes for
your kids and gas for your car if you can afford one.
You look for work, but months go by, and
you can’t find a job. The costs add up. To save
money, you stop driving. To stretch funds
further, you pay for only the absolute necessities. Perhaps you are on food assistance. To
save on energy costs, you keep the thermostat as low as your kids can tolerate.
Maybe you talk to your landlord about
giving you a little more time to figure things
out. The back rent begins to pile up. You
can’t pay the utility bills. After months of being patient, your landlord evicts your family.
After the fog of anxiety and shock has
lifted, the gravity of your situation becomes
clear: You have no place to call your own,
no personal space to settle in, no shelter in
which to raise your children.
You are homeless.
Now what?
“If you are entering homelessness the
sustained daily crisis of not having a home
makes it hard to navigate the system,” Matt
Lynn, who was community impact director
for the United Way of the Battle Creek and
Kalamazoo Region before taking a leadership
position in the Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater
Kalamazoo earlier in 2019, told The Homefront. “There is a consistent anxiety there.”
In a series of reports released over the
past year by USICH, a team of 19 federal
agencies and advisers tasked since the Reagan administration to tackle the national
crisis, it’s most effective and efficient — for
taxpayers and those in need — to get people
into stable, dependable housing as quickly as
possible while simultaneously ensuring that
support services tailored to their specific
needs are accessible.
Just as swiftly, the reports say, it’s important to connect them with services that help
them remain in their home and assistance to
address issues that led to their homelessness
experience in the first place.
“Research shows that the most effective approach to ending homelessness is when the
housing and services mix is customized to the
population and the individuals being served,”
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Emmy Tiderington, an assistant professor of
social work at Rutgers University, whose research and work focuses on the impact effective housing and support services programs
has on homelessness, told The Homefront.
In Kalamazoo, however, both those in need
of housing and services and those who provide them often confront a frustrating reality
that the system is inefficient, which naturally
blunts its effectiveness.
Some people are homeless because of a
catastrophic life event, like the loss of a job
or a serious illness. Others choose to live life
on their own terms, checking out of modern
society for any number of reasons. Still others struggle with mental health or addiction.
Regardless, becoming homeless can be
frighteningly easy for those just hanging on.
But getting out, however, can be extremely
difficult and sometimes too daunting. The
on-the-ground realities of life on the streets
and raw truths of survival take precedence
over everything else.
Nuance-free definitions of the homeless
are common: they are addicts, unmotivated, have a history of crime. The picture of
homelessness is in fact multi-layered, complicated and often as specific to the person or
situation as is the solution, which, in turn, is
often commensurate in its complexity.
Indeed, all six of USICH’s 2019 priorities
are geared toward creating an intersection
of housing and support services that allows
for assistance that is coordinated but also
personalized.
Ultimately, a community is best equipped
to tackle its homelessness crisis when its system to address homelessness functions like

Finding affordable housing and rentals is
difficult and daunting in Kalamazoo.

a funnel: people in need of a home and/or
services enter the system through one commonly agreed to entry point, their needs are
quickly defined in detail and addressed by
the entities within the system best placed to
do so, and with that support they begin their
way out of the system and exit the pipeline.
It all begins, experts agree, with a home.
In Kalamazoo County, there aren’t enough
of those available. That’s why the Gospel
Mission emergency shelter is renovating
and expanding its facilities. It’s the reason
individuals and families wait months for assistance and then, after receiving a housing
voucher, wait even longer cycling in and out
of the system until a rental unit that accepts
vouchers opens up.
“We can’t physically find them affordable
housing,” says Monica Poucher, who spent
25 years working with students and families
in need through the public school system
and for the past two years in private practice
counseling people at risk of or experiencing
homelessness.
Even with a housing voucher, which can
underwrite some or all of a person’s rent,
people are racing against the clock, living in
various interim living situations until a unit
opens up or their voucher expires.
There’s been no study as to the exact demand for affordable housing in Kalamazoo
County — though Julie Rogers, chairperson
of the county commission, says talks are underway with the W.E. Upjohn Institute for
Employment Research to conduct one —

Who Is Homeless in Kalamazoo County?
Overall
Number

3,065

Single Adults Young Adults
(25 & Older)
(18-24)

1,180

175

Youth
Under 18

Adults in
Families

Children in
Families

Military
Veterans

Seniors
(55 & Older)

62

1,033

950

68

306

Source: Kalamazoo Continuum of Care 2018 Homeless Count Report

but no one who spoke to The Homefront said
there’s adequate supply.
If not too expensive, there are other common barriers to accessing available units,
Poucher says: money for transportation to
find an apartment let alone the often nonrefundable application fee, perhaps a previous eviction or back due utility payments.
Many landlords will also reject applicants if
a background check reveals a past criminal
conviction.
Oftentimes, the process of finding housing in Kalamazoo — an already frustrating
endeavor even for someone without the burdens of homelessness — is a frighteningly
lonely one. In many instances, the recipient
of housing assistance is on their own once
the help is granted.
“It’s kind of like, ‘Here’s the money,’” Benjamin Leverette, the Continuum of Care Director at the Kalamazoo office of the Local
Initiative Support Corporation (LISC), told
The Homefront. “’Now go find a landlord.’”
It’s not that easy, he says, and not only
because there’s a lack of affordable housing
and other non-shelter rental units geared toward homeless people. Pitfalls are plentiful.
Federal regulations protect people from
discrimination by local agencies based on
their personal history. Landlords, however,
don’t have to abide by the same rules. If a
property owner decides not to rent to a person with a troubled past, such as a previous
eviction or criminal background, there is no
recourse for the applicant, Leverette says,
leaving them unable to build back up the
very rental credit they need to escape from
homelessness.
Additionally, landlords who purchase
homes or units that were previously rented
as affordable housing have no responsibility to keep those units on affordable housing rolls, potentially reducing the affordable
housing stock even further, officials say.
“I don’t blame landlords per se,” says
Artley of the public housing commission,
himself formerly homeless, an addict and
traumatized from abuse in his youth. Landlords say it’s a risk to rent to people “with
huge arrears in utility bills so it is hard to

get their electric and gas turned on in their
name.”
Within a tight housing market, the renterlandlord relationship is especially strained.
Tenants and their advocates complain that,
too frequently, affordable housing is located
in neighorhoods with higher crime or is in
disrepair when they move in. Landlords express concerns of having been burned by
tenants trashing the place.
“In their defense, what if it’s destroyed?”
Leverette says. “Then they’re out the money
with no recourse.”

Finding One of the Missing Pieces
Homeless people with disabilities and
mental health issues or people recently
released from prison are at an added disadvantage when it comes to discussing rental
arrangements with a landlord, Leverette
says.
“Some of them can’t advocate for themselves,” he says. “They don’t necessarily
know how to talk to a landlord. They have
lived a regimented life and can be taken advantage of. They’re vulnerable.”
Regardless of the reason — or reasons —
for how individuals become homeless, escaping that vicious cycle requires more than just
a place to call home.
Once they’ve made it to the point where
they sign a lease, some of the most difficult
work starts.
“They need case managing. Helping them.
Holding them accountable,” says Poucher.
“That’s one of the missing pieces of that.”
Funds, mentorship and other programs
— available in Kalamazoo and seen as best
practices according to the federal government — make up key services, such as those
that assist recipients with maintaining their
tenancy, locating physical and mental health
care options, achieving educational goals and
career support.
“You can’t just hand someone the keys
to a house and say ‘good luck.’ You need to
continue to surround them with services to
ensure that they can stay housed and address the issues that would inhibit them from
sustaining that,” says Lynn. “For many, it’s

a huge change going from the streets into
their own home.”
A system that ensures recipients have convenient and barrier-free access to those services is not only crucial to the people exiting
homelessness, it is the most cost effective
way to do it.
But there’s no single reference point for
the homeless population to access the services commonly needed, though niche populations — veterans and the elderly — have
dedicted service lines.
Even getting to an appointment with various social service agencies can be difficult,
especially for those without a vehicle who
rely on buses, bikes, or walking to different
locations. If they have a mobility impairment or other disability, that complicates
matters even more.
If they are working, they must take time
off to meet their appointments. If they have
kids, they must arrange for childcare. And
that’s if they are even know what services
and programs are available to them. Many
do not.
And, if they haven’t found permanent or
non-shelter housing and have to list a shelter
on a job application, employers may discriminate against them.
“It can be like, ‘So, you live in a homeless
shelter. Are you sure you can make it to work
on time if you don’t have a car?’” Lynn says.
The U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness (USICH) has suggested, and research from across the country has proven,
that successful reductions in homelessness
require housing and services that are quickly
delivered, accessible and tailored to a person’s unique situation in or facing homelessness. This includes a coordinated entry
system to track and assist recipients and
collection and utilization of data to make
sure the housing and services available are
adequate for the community’s needs.
“Sometimes it takes a crisis, like what happened in Bronson Park,” says Rutgers’ Tiderington, “to help people see that something is
not working and that it might be time to try
something new.”
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Why It Matters: Those Facing the Most
‘State of Emergency’
School officials in Kalamazoo County
are fighting hard as increasing numbers
of children experience the trauma of
homelessness and extreme poverty

‘I Think I’ll Live Here
the Rest of My Life’
As a growing number of senior citizens
are at increasing risk of homelessness,
one local grandfather finds a home

J

W

David Davis talks with students at Paramount Charter
Academy, says student homelessness is “happening rapidly.”

hen an adult becomes homeless, regardless of the reasons, it is stressful and full of anxiety. Children of that adult can
see those concerns, take them on themselves, and it begins to
interfere with basically everything in their budding lives —
especially at school.
“It has a huge, lifelong impact on kids,” Sarah Drumm, coordinator of the Kalamazoo County Great Start Collaborative,
which trains area school staff, works with parents, and helps
children as old as eight and as young as newborns in intensive
care, told The Homefront.
It’s a significant risk to a growing number of students —
perhaps the most vulnerable population with the least opportunity to impact their situation — in Kalamazoo County.
“It’s a state of emergency in the Kalamazoo area,” says David
Davis, Paramount Charter Academy’s school family liaison. “It is
happening rapidly.”
There were at least 950 homeless children in families and
another 65 homeless people under 18 years old without fami(Continued on page 12)
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oseph Wheeler would try to leave the shelter under the cover
of the first light of day, when the early morning fog would cloak
him in a way. He didn’t want to be seen. He didn’t want to be robbed,
he says, having returned to Kalamazoo in mid-2018, homeless.
“I had some money in my pockets, maybe $100 even,” he told The
Homefront, worried someone else staying at the Mission would then
make him a target. “They’d try to follow me. So I’d try to lose them
in the fog.”
Wheeler, who is 80 years old, didn’t like the food at the Kalamazoo Gospel Mission where he spent his nights from September to
late fall last year. So he’d walk across the Kalamazoo Transportation
Center as Metro Transit buses were starting service for the day to
the nearby McDonald’s. There, he’d take his breakfast and sit with a
drink, sometimes for hours.

(Continued on page 14)

Joseph Wheeler spent months in a homeless shelter before being placed in
an apartment.

Risks of Our Homelessness Crisis
A Vicious, Invisible
Giving Hope to
Homeless LGBTQ Youth Cycle
How the community is trying to prevent
members of this at-risk population
from finding themselves on the streets

Homelessness and human trafficking
often go hand-in-hand with few options
for escape

I

T

hey came from within our community, elsewhere in southern
Michigan, neighboring states, and as far away as Colorado. They
felt unsafe at home or were outright told to leave because of their
sexual orientation or gender identity — often a family decision
rooted in an interpretation of their religion.
They often arrive at risk of running out of hope.
“But when they find out there is help out there, they get excited,” Sara Jacobs, program director of Out Proud Safe, an LGBTQ
homeless youth support organization in Kalamazoo County, told
The Homefront. “Often, that hope is restored.”
Out Proud Safe has helped 380 people in the past two-and-a-half
years, Jacobs says, mostly from Kalamazoo County, and expects that
number to exceed 400 by the end of this year.
Jacobs is part of a nascent, evolving support network in Kalamazoo to tackle what researchers, the federal government, advocates
for ending homelessness, and groups protecting LGBTQ people all
conclude is a life-threatening nationwide phenomenon.

(Continued on page 16)

ssa Smith says she once lived out of motels, all arranged by her
trafficker. Once she was locked in a storage unit, she says, and once
escaped by jumping out of a moving truck.
“So many women are desperate to get away from one person [traffickers] that they flee, but because they are also desperate for a place
to stay, they end up with another one,” Smith told The Homefront.
“It’s a vicious cycle. There is a lot of shame in this lifestyle. You are
not proud of what your life is. But you have to find ways to survive.”
She’s been preyed upon while homeless in Kalamazoo, though the
39-year-old mother of two says she’s no longer at risk, now she’s
battling the low availability of
housing options that are both
affordable and livable.
The effort to end homelessness is a crucial component of
the fight to end human trafficking. Leaving one makes
it more difficult to leave the
other.
While many of the challenges that Kalamazoo faces
with homelessness can be very
visible, human trafficking — a
vicious force that often preys
on vulnerable individuals out
on the street — is often hidden from view.
Its victims may have
suffered domestic violence
Posters like this can be found in
or engaged in sex work and
restrooms and on public bulletin boards
are generally economically
throughout the city. The homeless are
disadvantaged. They might
often preyed upon by human traffickers.
be migrant farmworkers,
immigrants, or young people whose most recent stable homelife has
been bouncing around the foster care system.

(Continued on page 17)
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Kids Trauma (continued from page 10)
lies in Kalamazoo County, according to a
2018 federally mandated count conducted
for the local Continuum of Care, the planning body that coordinates homelessness
services funding and housing efforts. Officials involved say the count is surely not
representative of the area’s true homeless
population.
Indeed, data published by the Michigan
Department of Education show 1,396
students of the Kalamazoo Regional
Education Service Agency’s (KRESA)
countywide intermediate school district
experienced homelessness in the 20182019 school year — a 10% increase from
the previous year.
“Trauma such as homelessness can
change the makeup of a developing brain,
leading to lifelong educational implications before a child even starts school. Because of this, the achievement gap that is
seen in high school is already observable
in children as young as 9 months old,” the
Michigan League for Public Policy wrote
in a June 2019 report on homelessness of
Michigan’s youngest kids.
With the depth and complexity of childhood homelessness and extreme poverty
now seen as factor for success at school, districts throughout the county are focused on
identifying and treating the causes and consequences of such trauma.
“It has a lot to do with poverty, to do with
inequity, with trauma that parents may have
experienced and are passing that on to their
children,” says Drumm.

Trauma Alters Brain Development
A home provides, in effect, stability and
physical safety. Removing that creates an unpredictability that puts a child on high alert,
raising anxiety levels.
“A child needs to feel safe to thrive,” says
James Henry, a social work professor and cofounder and director of the Children’s Trauma Assessment Center at Western Michigan
University’s Unified Clinics, one of the few
places in the state that specializes in childhood trauma and assesses children from just
a few months old up to age 17. “So when
shelter can’t be guaranteed, it’s very hard for
that to happen.”
Often times, keeping the anxiety, anger,
or depression that frequently accompanies
homelessness hidden from children can be a
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The Numbers of Homeless Students
in Kalamazoo County Public Schools*

2018-2019

2017-2018

1396

1269

KRESA**
Kalamazoo

930

836

Portage

121

118

Otsego

106

98

96

121

Plainwell
Comstock

89

101

Galesburg-Augusta

88

84

Athens

59

40

Mattawan

54

48

Mendon

42

8

Colon

42

41

Gull Lake

37

30

Parchment

37

27

Lawton

33

20

Schoolcraft

30

26

Climax-Scotts

20

19

Vicksburg

12

39

*Includes districts that are partially in Kalamazoo County
** The ISD numbers overlap with some districts listed
Source: Mischooldata.org; kalamazoocounty.com

tall order for any adult in what’s likely one of
the most stressful times in their lives.
Significant research has shown that experiencing trauma as a child — like homelessness and poverty — literally alters brain
development, Henry and Drumm both say.
The child learns and prioritizes the need for
survival instead of being a kid, deploying
intuitive defensive mechanisms, and showing
signs of developmental delays.
Drumm has seen it when kids who can
barely walk have begun visibly “checking
out” if they’re not getting the attention they
need from adults, especially primary caregivers. For example, if they are strapped into a
stroller for too long of stretches at a time,
such as when a parent needs to concentrate
on traversing the myriad intakes and documentation processes required to receive assistance to avoid or escape homelessness.
“From a parent’s perspective, they are focused on survival” of keeping a child safe,
Drumm says. “Little ones two-, three-, four-,
five-years-old are at the stage where they are
forming attachments. They are so dependent
on the adults around them.”
Combine that with the nerve-wracking
uncertainty or risk of shelter and food scarcity that nearly 40% of Kalamazoo County

families face, according to a 2019 United Way
report, then “that attachment impacts literacy
levels and ability to do well in a classroom,”
Drumm says, “then they don’t trust the adults
they are then left with in school.”
Michigan had just over 39,000 homeless school-aged children in the 2016-2017
school year, according to the U.S. Interagency Coucil on Homelessness. The State
of Michigan says that number was closer to
35,000 that school year. State data shows the
number has decreased since then to 33,000
in the 2018-2019 school year. Still the data
show there’s no time to rest: homeless students have lower graduation and higher
high school drop-out rates than non-homeless students.
“Lack of safe, affordable housing is becoming more of a norm than I would like to
see,” David Artley, who chairs the Kalamazoo
County Public Housing Commission, told
The Homefront. He says the commission has
housed nearly 300 families with school age
children since 2016, when a small countywide millage took effect.
A 2018 study by the University of Michigan showed that Kalamazoo Public Schools
(KPS) has had one of the highest rates of

student homelessness in the state, with 930
in the 2018-2019 school year.
Then-KPS Superintendent Michael Rice
told The Homefront that although the number
of homeless students in the district — defined in the study as having a lack of a fixed,
regular and adequate nighttime residence —
took some by surprise when the report was
released, the data needs to be looked at with
some context. (Rice has since been named superintendent of all Michigan public schools.)
“All else being equal, we’d expect our total
population of homeless students to be in the
top three,” Rice says. It’s likely higher than
that, Rice said, because many older homeless
students hide their situation out of shame.
The district is the 13th largest and third
poorest in the state behind Grand Rapids
and Detroit, based on the number of students who participate in free or reduced-cost
lunch programs. About 40% of Paramount’s
240 or so students are at risk of homelessness, Davis says, and the signs of the trauma
are quick to materialize.
“That starts as early as young 5s,” says
Davis. “We see a lot of students are dou-

Taking into consideration the long-term effects of trauma at such a young age, the success of school-based intervention could have a
multiplier effect on preventing education drop
outs, entry into the criminal justice system and
ultimately become a homeless adult.
It makes the work in Kalamazoo-area
school systems that much more vital and
complex, even for the seemingly small acts
by schools and support organizations, like
covering costs for prom and graduation
clothes or transportation.
It also has led educators and school personnel to find as many students as possible
to help — another potential reason for the
county’s high figure compared to elsewhere
around the state. Programs by KRESA and
other districts in the county help train teachers, administrative assistants, and building
liaisons to look for the signs: An unkempt
appearance, wearing the same clothes day
after day, body odor, or irregular attendance,
among other identifiers.
The consequences of not ending childhood homelessness and extreme poverty
are seen throughout a student’s school ca-

Homeless Students Across the State
• Michgan had the 7th highest number of homeless students in the country in the
2016-2017 school year. (Education Department data compiled by U.S. Interagency Council on
Homelessness)
• In the 2017-2018 school year, more than 4,800 of the 34,000 homeless students in
Michigan were “unaccompanied,” without parents or a legal guardian. (Michigan
League for Public Policy)
•S
 ome of the state’s highest homeless rates are found in smaller, rural districts.
(Univerity of Michigan’s Poverty Solutions)
bling up — living with other families.” Then
comes the disengagement from adults, other
kids, and school lessons — at a time when
students are typically easier to enthrall with
learning. “You can tell they are in reactive
mode instead of proactive, worrying about
their next meals and where they are going
to stay or who is going to pick them up from
school, not their academics.”
Paramount has expanded its free breakfast
and lunch program as a result, and teachers
hand out snacks during the day. Kalamazoo
Public Schools this year expanded its free
hot lunch program to all elementary and
middle school students under a U.S. Department of Agriculture program.

reer. Kids who experience chronic trauma
have trouble with abstract thinking, problem
solving and executive brain function, which
requires working memory, mental flexibility
and self-control to all work together. All this
adds up to a much more challenging educational experience for homeless kids and other children exposed to trauma.
“Attendance is a huge part. It becomes a
norm to miss a certain amount of school. It’s
almost a chain reaction. Once you experience
it,” says Davis, “you are more likely to be held
back which leads to, over time, lack of engagement in school and higher chances of
dropping out. It’s all co-related.”

There is “likely a correlation” between not
being at school and reduced academic performance, but “we cannot say that definitively,”
says Cindy Green, the assistant superintendent for teaching and learning services at
KPS. “You can’t label a learning disability in
a child if that child is chronically absent.”
Still, according to state data for the 20182019 school year, non-homeless students in
KPS had a 93% attendance rate and homeless
students were at 84%.
Drumm, who works for KRESA, says
their countywide outreach to schools, parents, physicians and service providers that
interact with kids and families experiencing
homelessness and other trauma helps create
a holistic understanding of how to improve
the everyday lives of kids.

Early Intervention Is Key
The key, she says, is to assess a child as
early as possible if the signs point to potential homelessness.
“Kids are more open at that (young) age,”
Drumm says. “They are much more likely to
disclose what’s happening at home than an
older, high school-aged kid who may feel a
sense of shame admitting that they don’t
have a home of their own.”
Having extra support staff in a school —
social workers, counselors, and other personnel — who are there to build trust with these
students, ask open-ended questions and
create a climate of healing, goes a long way
toward communicating to the school community that trauma is taken seriously and
steps are in place to deal with it in a kind,
supportive manner.
“The research shows us you can work on
higher-level growth and lower-level needs
at the same time,” Rice says. “It’s just a lot
harder to do than if your base needs are being consistently met.”
In 2019, however, Michigan’s state government added another risk factor for students — and school districts struggling to
help them — experiencing homelessness,
poverty, or any other trauma that can impact
brain development and, thus learning: if students are not proficient in reading by third
grade they are likely to be held back, which
doubles down on the trauma and shame.
“I’m a huge advocate of having … those
who oversee schools come in, see classrooms,
walk the hallways,” says Davis. “You can’t
fully understand it if you don’t see it yourself and aren’t on the frontlines like we are.
That’s the only way to get change.”
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Senior homelessness (continued from page 10)
Negotiating the often confusing roadmap from life on the streets
to sustainable housing can make a homeless person feel like they are
moving through fog, too. It is a time consuming, physically taxing,
frustrating series of steps, much of it encircled by red tape and stymied by delays.
The process can be especially hard for the more vulnerable members of the homeless community — already an at-risk group — such
as senior citizens.
Of the 3,065 people who experienced homelessness in Kalamazoo
County in 2018, 306 were older than 55, according to the federally
mandated count in Kalamazoo County conducted for the local Continuum of Care, the planning body that coordinates homelessness
services funding and housing efforts. Officials involved say that count
is surely not representative of the area’s true homeless population.
The number of older homeless people in America is expected to
increase.
“The number of U.S. aged homeless over age 55 could grow to
225,000 by 2026, up from 170,000 in 2017. This growth is mostly
driven by a 165% increase in the population 65 and older, from 40,000
in 2017 to 106,000 by 2030,” according to a 2019 report by the University of Pennsylvania, The Emerging Crisis of Aged Homelessness,
which studied data from Boston, New York City, and Los Angeles
County.
It projected a nearly tripling of older homeless people by 2030,
saying, “Extrapolating the cost data from this study to the country
as a whole, the aged homeless population could cost the nation $5
billion on average annually in health and shelter use over the next
decade.”

‘Gearing Up’ for More
Samantha Carlson, older adult services director at Kalamazoo
County’s Area Agency on Aging, told The Homefront they are “gearing up for that population.”
The Area Agency on Aging is a conduit for connecting people over
60 with assistance and information particular to their needs, especially accessing and retaining housing and medical care. In Kalamazoo
County, case managers, social workers, and nurses are servicing close
to its 450 person capacity and currently field about 300 calls a month
on its help line, Carlson says.
“The cost of health care and prescriptions are causing signficant
poverty in our older adults,” she says. “You have one catastrophic
health care incident that can change the entire trajectory of what
your plans are for retirement.”
A 2019 report by Feeding America, an anti-hunger organization,
The State of Senior Hunger in America in 2017 found Michigan tracks
the national average of nearly 8% of people over 60 that are “food insecure.” In 2015, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO)
found the number of older people that are food insecure is rising and
less of them are getting access to available free food services. Making matters worse, federal spending on programs to feed the oldest,
poorest Americans continues to decline, according to AARP.
The University of Pennsylvania study recommended utilization
of increased housing and related services, bespoke to that age group,
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Although sparsely furnished, Joseph Wheeler is grateful for his apartment.

to both reduce the number of people experiencing homelessness as
well as lower costs for shelters and the health care system.
“We need a vareity of housing options,” says Carlson. “Most of the
subsidized and [Department of Housing and Urban Development]
housing have a waiting list. Some of the waiting lists are years.”
Many seniors feel isolated, without a support network, invisible
even. Carlson says seniors are often caught between maintaining the
dignity of living without someone “in their business” and the “level
of isolation and shame that they can’t afford what they need. Choosing between paying bills, food, and housing.”
With the exception of the friends he’s made at the Ecumenical
Senior Center, a Northside agency that provides services and activities to the city’s older residents, Wheeler has very little in the way
of support.
In recent years, Wheeler lived in subsidized housing downtown at
the Rickman House and Skyrise Apartments, which he says he left
because it became too expensive. He found himself homeless again.
In September 2018, Wheeler sought shelter at the Kalamazoo Gospel Mission.

Key Terms to Know
“From the beginning it broke my heart
to see him come here and hang out with
his peers only to know that he’d leave and
go back to sleep at a homeless shelter,” Tim
Barnes, the Ecumenical Senior Center’s executive director, told The Homefront. “We try
to be his family. But when he leaves, he’s on
his own. People like Joseph can feel invisible
to the world. Being homeless only makes it
worse. They can feel like they’re going backwards.”
Barnes and his staff helped Wheeler get
in touch with Gospel Mission staff to begin
the process of moving into permanent housing. After months of work identifying potential places and programs Wheeler might
be eligible for, they found an apartment for
him at Washington Square Senior Apartments in the Edison neighborhood. He pays
30 percent of his monthly Social Security
income for the apartment, with the federal
government paying the rest.

‘Sometimes You Need People’
Percy Cross, who served as Wheeler’s
caseworker at the Mission, told The Homefront he’s seen many examples of people succumbing to the myriad obstacles: losing Social Security disability benefits, veterans fed
up with bureaucratic inefficiencies and benefits delays at the state and federal level, and
the lifelong fight for some against addiction.
“It can be extremely daunting,” Cross says.
Wheeler grew up in Arkansas during the
days of the Jim Crow South, raised by his
maternal grandmother. At 14, he left the
house, working odd jobs for white families
earning $18 a week. He has a fourth grade
education, but he has acquired many skills in
his decades of life, and says, proudly: “I have
never been afraid to look a man in his eyes.”
By 16, Wheeler had moved to Berrien
Springs, Mich., where he fixed cars and
picked produce on area farms. He experienced homelessness for the first time when
he was 19, sleeping on a friend’s porch. Since
then, he’s lived all over the United States:
Arizona, Florida, Texas, California, and
eventually, Kalamazoo on multiple occasions.
Sometimes he had a place to call his own.
When money was tight, or there was no
money at all, he found himself seeking the
refuge of a friend’s couch or, in the warmer
months — once again — their porch.

On this day, he looks out the window of
his sixth floor, one-bedroom apartment in
Kalamazoo’s Washington Square neighborhood. It’s cold and low clouds hang over the
city out there. Inside, it’s warm, cozy, even
welcoming, the scent of the apple cinnamon
air freshener he likes so much hanging over
everything.
There are no tables yet, the phone sitting
on top of a small cardboard box, pictures
of his son and grandkids and holiday cards
crowd the top of the air conditioning unit.
A worn, pocket-sized Bible held together
with a rubber band lays on the seat of a bike
he plans on fixing up. A homeless life often
means a life on the move, and he has become
used to not having many amenities, he says.
Still, he has two televisions — one in the
bedroom and one in the living room. He
leaves them on most of the day, he says, “because I like the sound. It makes it feel like
there are people here.”
The building is devoted to senior housing,
and many here get around in wheelchairs or
shuffle with walkers. Wheeler has a new red
metal cane, but he rarely uses it. He has a
full head of snow white hair and captivating
hazel-blue eyes that widen with life when he
recounts tales of his youth, of adventure, of
making his way through a life that hasn’t always treated him fairly, but one he is grateful
to have lived on his own terms.
His refrigerator and freezer burst with
food — a giant bag of homemade soup from
someone at the center, bunches of greens,
oranges, bologna, ice cream and sausages. In
a similar way, the cupboards are chock full
of canned goods, cereal boxes and dry goods.
“Life is not easy,” he says. “Sometimes you
need people to help you. You need them to
cut your hair or to have you over for supper
and let you take the leftovers. I don’t think I
could have found this place on my own.”
He has almost everything he needs, he
says, although he admits: “You can get lonely. I’d like someone to come over, have some
soup, watch some TV.”
Still now, after a life of sometimes uncertainty about where he would lay his head at
night and whether he actually had a home
at all, that much has been figured out. That
worry has been lifted.
“I feel all right now,” he says. “I think I’ll
live here for the rest of my life.”

Literal homelessness: Lacking a fixed,
regular and adequate nighttime residence.
(HUD)
Chronic homelessness: Being literally
homeless for 12 or more cumulative months
within a 3-year span and having a documented disability. (HUD)
Area Median Income (AMI): A calculation of the mid-range income within a geographic area. Ostensibly, half of the households in a geographic area earns more than
the AMI and half earns less.
Affordable housing: HUD defines affordable housing as rent and utilities up to
30% of a tenant’s income. “When different
income ranges from the Kalamazoo area
are used to determine cost of housing, we
see an inconsistent sliding scale that creates
inequity of housing affordability among
neighborhoods,” the Kalamazoo Community Foundation wrote in a 2018 report,
The Challenges Of Obtaining Fair And Affordable Housing. The report included this
table showing the area’s median incomes:
Geographical
Location

Estimated 2018
Median Family
Income
(ACS 2015 5-Year
Estimates)

KalamazooPortage MSA

$64,400

Kalamazoo County

$67,000

City of Kalamazoo

$47,500

Edison

$30,100

Eastside

$29,000

Northside

$25,400

Housing First: A system that puts a homeless person into housing as quick as possible
without any prerequisites or requirement as
a solution to ending homelessness and bedrock to addressing issues that create homeless situations. (U.S. Interagency Council
on Homelessness; National Alliance to End
Homelessness)
Supportive housing: Affordable housing
packaged with services that support a person in addressing issues that can lead to
homelessness. (U.S. Interagency Council on
Homelessness)
Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
(LIHTC): HUD-funded tax incentives for
building new or significantly rehabilitating existing housing for tenants earning no
more than 60% of AMI. (HUD; LISC)
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LGBTQ (continued from page 11)
A study of youth homelessness in the U.S.
published in January 2018 in the Journal of
Adolescent Health found “growing evidence
on the heightened risk of experiencing
homelessness among LGBT youth.”
Across all demographics of young people
in the U.S., the study found that there was
“a significant need for prevention and youthcentric systems and services, as well as strategies, to address disproportionate risks of
certain subpopulations.”
In a 2018 report, the University of Chicago’s Chapin Hall Research Center, which
focuses on informing policymakers on matters related to vulnerable youth, found that
LGBT youth are 120% more likely than other youth to become homeless.
The U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness explicitly said those who identify as
LGBTQ are at significant risk of both becoming homeless and experiencing additional abuse, according to a 2018 report on unaccompanied youth experiencing homelessness
— i.e., those without a family or guardian.

Rejected by Their Own Families
Out Proud Safe says Kalamazoo mirrors
the national average. Up to 40% of homeless
people between 13 and 24 years old identify
as LGBTQ. Jacobs says that in her past two
years as director, Out Proud Safe has helped
more than 200 young people navigate services for the homeless in Kalamazoo.
Of those, 80% are homeless because
young people who come out to their family often find rejection to the point they are
kicked out, said Rev. Sarah Schmidt-Lee, a
minister at Kalmazoo’s First Congressional
Church. It’s a shocking decision rooted in an
interpretation of religion, she says.
“Most of the time, the news comes out of
the blue,” says Schmidt-Lee. “There are feelings of abandonment, rejection, and fear in
these young people. It’s a traumatic event, and
many of them don’t know where to go next.”
Levi Pierpont was 18, living with his parents, preparing for high school graduation,
and needed to leave home.
“My dad was a pastor and didn’t like
the idea that I was gay,” he told The Homefront. He had “emotionally abusive parents,”
though didn’t think he was under any physical threat. “Pretty much everything else was
on the table.”
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LGBTQ youth are 120%
more likely than other
youth to become homeless.
— University of Chicago’s
Chapin Hall Research Center

He was prepared to couch surf instead of
living with his abusive family in Parchment.
But a friend knew of an “accepting” family
through a tutoring group they all attended.
Instead of becoming homeless, Levi moved
in to their home in Three Rivers.
“They let me come in as one of their children,” he says.
Levi graduated, and is now preparing to
move to a place in Kalamazoo.
In general, there’s a shortage of affordable housing in Kalamazoo, and even more
so for populations with very specific housing needs — including a safe space. That is
why the Kalamazoo County Public Housing
Commission is looking at buying a house to
be used for transitional housing for LGBTQ
people age 18 to 24.
“They may have been thrown out of the
house because mom is a bigot or dad is a
bigot. They don’t have a place to go. I’m not
faulting their family. That’s how they were
raised,” David Artley, chair of the commission, told The Homefront. “There isn’t a lot
of safe, affordable housing for them to go
to. There’s [also] a bigger moral principle,
called humanity. There was a groundswell to
do this project.”
Jacobs says Out Proud Safe is working
with its parent organization, local health
awareness and education organization
CARES, the housing commission, the Kalamazoo County Land Bank, and OutFront
Kalamazoo to secure a building that will do
more than offer shelter and supportive housing to 18-24 year old LGBTQ homeless population. It will house Out Proud Safe’s growing programs, including a nascent effort to
protect underage homeless youth.
About four years ago, OutFront Kalamazoo — formerly known as the Gay and Lesbian Resource Center and part of Out Proud
Safe’s coalition — began looking into the
needs of young people who are both dis-

proportionately homeless and face enhanced
dangers associated with being unsheltered
such as drug and alcohol use, mental and
physical illness, abuse and human trafficking.
Working with The Faith Alliance, a group
of local religious organizations, including
Schmidt-Lee’s church, Out Proud Safe is trying to leverage resources from faith-based
organizations to families into a practical effort to protect LGBTQ youth from both inclement weather and bigotry.
Once an LGBTQ youth is out on the street
with no permanent shelter, their chances of
taking their own life, sliding into substance
abuse, engaging in sex work or becoming the
victim of human trafficking automatically
goes up, Jacobs says. LGBTQ youth contemplate suicide at almost three times the rate
of heterosexual youth, according to the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services.
LGBTQ youth in Kalamazoo have reported that local emergency shelters don’t
protect them from being bullied by other
homeless residents, Jacobs and Schmidt-Lee
both say. The Ark Shelter, operated by the
Diocese of Kalamazoo’s Catholic Charities,
is the only local shelter that currently takes
in unaccompanied minors, which earns it
praises for giving LGBTQ youth a refuge.
The Kalamazoo Gospel Mission, which
doesn’t accept unacompanied minors, operates men’s and women’s shelters but determines placement based on the sex listed on a
government-issued ID card, which can be an
anxiety-raising prospect for a person transitioning from one gender to another or who
otherwise identifies as a different gender
than their official ID states.
For the underage population, The Faith
Alliance and Out Proud Safe is preparing local families to host minors in need of shelter.
A stay with a family could last between six
to eight weeks, during which social workers
would attempt to bridge the gap between
the young person and their family, with the
goal of reconciliation and eventual reunification. The program’s pilot participant was an
18-year-old placed with a family last year until the student finished high school. The program is expected to begin operation in 2020.
“We really do have a moral obligation to
help these young people feel loved and accepted and let them know there are many
people who want to help them on their journey,” Schmidt-Lee says.

Human Trafficking
(continued from page 11)
They’re all people whose circumstances
lead them to be especially at risk to being
preyed upon by human traffickers.
Once taken into human trafficking, their
options for escape become even less viable if
they don’t have a home to go to.
“Sadly, it’s very easy to slip into this if you
are already vulnerable,” says Jessica Glynn,
senior director of law and policy at YWCA
Kalamazoo. “And the traffickers know that.”
Homeless people between 17 and 25 years
old are particularly vulnerable to human
traffickers, according to two recent studies
coordinated by Covenant House International, a homeless youth support organization.
Interviews of 641 homeless or runaway
youth between 2014 and 2016 at 10 different
locations in the U.S. and Canada by Loyola
University New Orleans’s Modern Slavery
Research Project, found that 91% were approached at least once by someone offering
a job in the sex trade or another illegal job.
Nearly 20% reported as being victims of human trafficking, including 14% who were
trafficked specifically for sex. The University of Pennsylvania’s Field Center for Children’s Policy, Practice & Research interviews
of 270 homeless youth in Philadelphia,
Phoenix, and Washington, D.C. documented
similar rates in its 2018 report.
“Human trafficking can happen to anyone
but some people are more vulnerable than
others,” the National Human Trafficking
Hotline says on its website. “Significant risk
factors include recent migration or relocation, substance use, mental health concerns,
involvement with the children welfare system and being a runaway or homeless youth.
Often, traffickers identify and leverage their
victims’ vulnerabilities in order to create dependency.”

A National Problem Here
Sometimes, traffickers are so brazen they
will wait outside shelters for women to be
asked to leave due to fighting or other conduct, then swoop in to offer them shelter —
at a cost. Within days, the woman finds herself being trafficked.
A quid pro quo situation often quickly
develops between the human trafficker and
their victim or victims, Glynn says. There
are many scenarios. Often a human trafficker

may offer shelter — and drugs, especially
if the victim is already an addict — in exchange for sex. Taken a step further, a victim is forced or coerced into prostitution or
another form of forced labor, with the trafficker almost always pocketing the proceeds.
Those who work low-wage jobs, live paycheck-to-paycheck, and struggle to pay their
rent could be lured into being trafficked under the false pretext of being helped. “When
there is a lack of affordable housing, the vulnerability increases for someone just getting
by,” Glynn says. “It makes the job of traffickers so much easier.”
Kalamazoo’s chronic lack of affordable
housing only makes this scenario more real.
“It’s not just that these woman are vulnerable, it’s that they are homeless in one form
or another,” says Smith. “It’s not like you’re
going to your own home. You are living in
a hotel, or heading to a motel or someone’s

ing collapsed and sparks shot out of power
outlets, and a violent boyfriend, who in 2016
was sent to state prison for dometic violence.
Over the summer of 2019, Smith says she
was able to find permanent housing, with
the help of a $300 monthly HUD voucher,
the remaining $670 in rent being paid with
a portion of her Social Security Disability
Income. Other assistance providers are covering the utilities at her Eastside neighborhood home.

Few Victims Speak Out
Due to the shame many trafficking victims feel, few speak out. It’s understandable, Smith says. There is a palpable sense
of shame felt by many victims of human
trafficking, who try to remain as invisible as
they can — scared to stay in the hands of
their trafficker, and frightened to leave and
enter a life alone on the streets, becoming a

“Understanding the needs of survivors — whether due to
complex trauma, fear of retaliation, lack of immigration
status, lack of access to identification, health needs, or
having a criminal record — is essential to tailoring services
and housing.”
— The U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness during an Aug. 13
announcement of $13.5 million in funding made available by the U.S.
Departments of Justice and Housing and Urban Development for 20
community proposals to assist human trafficking survivors with housing
and services. The following month the grant process was “postponed” and
remainsed so at of time of The Homefront’s publishing deadline.
house for the night just so you have a place
to stay. But it’s never free. The cost is high,
and when you need another place to go, you
find one, and the cycle of abuse continues.”
First and foremost, Smith says, many of
the victims are homeless — it’s something
she’s experienced, and still fears it while on
the continuous brink for lack of affordable
and livable housing in the area.
“I need a home,” she says. “For the first time
in my life I just want to walk though the front
door of my house and say, ‘I feel proud.’”
Smith fought her way out of that cycle. For
five years, she and her two boys, now 11 and
13, had a home in Kalamazoo’s Edison neighborhood that was inexpensive enough to live
in but in such disrepair that parts of the ceil-

prisoner of sorts to a painful paradox. But
Smith chooses to speak out, because she has
to. She is no longer afraid.
“If my story saves one life, I won,” she
says.
Smith’s story, and others like it, could save
many more lives. It adds another reason to
increase the community’s affordable housing
stock, add better-paying jobs to the economy,
and find ways to help people escape cycles of
poverty.
“Once we get the community’s attention,
we can talk about how we can stop this from
happening in the first place,” Glynn says.
“We are all to blame a bit, because when we
allow poverty to exist, we allow human trafficking to exist. They go hand-in-hand.”
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Tears of Relief

The challenges of one person’s path back home
By Miranda Drake

W

eeks before hundreds of homeless
people and their allies set up camp in Bronson Park last year, my daughter and I became
homeless.
Our living situation had become toxic, our
roomate was psychologically and emotionally abusive to us both. With the help of a
friend and an investigator with Child Protective Services (CPS), we found temporary
refuge at the YWCA as I looked for a new
place to call home.
This may sound traumatic, especially to
those who haven’t faced the risk of going
without a safe roof over their heads, but it’s
just a frustrating life-or-death reality of the
disorienting bureacracy that homeless people
endure. The real trauma is what led us toward
the path of homelessness in the first place, and
the real work for us and those individuals and
public services that support us was to face that
trauma head on, to limit its ability to inflict us
further and allow us start over with a sense of
peace as quickly as possible.
The causes of each person’s descent into
homelessness are as unique as the hurdles
they face to climb out of it and the support
they require to stay out. Some of us just
aren’t safe where we are and homelessness
is the best option for survival until a unit in
the community’s insufficent affordable housing stock becomes available. I’ve met people
who are mentally or physically disabled and
unsure of their options, or have none until a
disability claim is processed. Families living
by each paycheck or suddenly losing reliable
income — perhaps because they took time
off from work to deal with illness, or had an
unexpected transportation issue, or childcare that fell through one too many times —
struggle just the same. And yes, some battle
with substance abuse, which may have sent
them to the streets in the first place or helped
them survive when they got there.
We all, successfully or imperfectly, balance the daily needs of basic survival — a
meal, restrooms, a shower — with the sometimes unclear steps it takes to find a home,
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all while being looked down upon: if one
person strayed from their path then we all
must have; if one person appears dirty because they slept outside, then we all must be.
If one person is subjected to a lack of humility and humanity, we all are.

A Difficult Path
I already experienced homelessness: as
a child with my mother when she needed
to escape, and as an adult after experiences
that left me scarred and battling post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). By this time
in my life, I chose to fight for myself and my
daughter to get us to the safe space that a
permanent home provides, and help anyone
I could along the way.
That’s not an easy path. The relocation
sent me into one of the worst panic attacks

I have had in a very long time, but thankfully the staff at the YWCA is experienced,
and they helped me meet with advocates and
counselors to help me through it. In addition
to being a mother, I was looking for a place
to call home, doing research on obtaining
disability payments, speaking with agencies
to help me find a part-time job that would
accommodate my disability, and becoming
a voice for the homeless. As the issue of
homelessness began to make local headlines,
I made it to every community discussion I
could, trying to explain to government officials and agencies exactly what it was like
to be homeless.
Shortly before leaving the YWCA, I received word from an apartment complex
that they were having trouble approving my

move to a subsidized unit because of prior
evictions on my record (which I have been
fighting because I was wrongfully blamed,
and even made restitution payments on behalf of those roomates). I spoke to the head
of the company that manages the apartment
complex, who approached me during a protest to ask how they could help and told me
they would look into my application.
Unfortunately, there are many other women
and children in need of the YWCA’s life-saving services. Even though it provides or assists
in just about anything you need, you only have
a limited amount of time to stay at its shelter. The YWCA offers extensions on a caseby-case basis, but these aren’t granted often, I
was told. If you don’t get that extension, and
have no family or anywhere else to go, the only
answer is to go to the only emergency shelter
in Kalamazoo County, the Kalamazoo Gospel
Mission, or find somewhere outside.
We went to the Mission, where you have
to leave after breakfast and be back that night
no later than 8:30 p.m. (earlier during winter). After nearly six hours, our intake was
completed, and my daughter and I were assigned mats on the floor in the common area
of the facility that houses only women and
children. Our mats were placed disgustingly
close to a restroom with a clogged toilet full
of standing human waste. The smell was exacerbated when someone had an emergency,
disregarded the “out of order” sign, and relieved themselves into the garbage bag that
was initially placed over the inoperable toilet
so no one would use it.
The toilet was fixed after that, though the
repairperson didn’t clean up what had spilled
on the floor around it — that’s a chore for
someone staying at the Mission. Someone
did it, but the fumes from the cleaning products were so intense, especially in such proximity to where my daughter and I were to
sleep, that we both got sick. That’s when we
moved to a tent in Bronson Park, joining the
group that would soon make headlines, temporarily sparking a community-wide conver-

sation (or argument), and eventually be shut
down by police and the health department.

Solidarity in Bronson Park
We weren’t strangers to the park. People
who experience homelessness in a community as small as Kalamazoo tend to befriend
each other, for comradery and survival. We
had an air mattress, sleeping bags, a first-aid
kit, and a lock to put on the zipper of our
tent so no one could get in while we were
gone or sleeping.
Even though we weren’t physically camping there for the entirety of the time of
the protest at Bronson Park, my daughter
and I were still there almost daily, when we
weren’t attending meetings with CPS, going
to medical and dental appointments or handing in housing applications all over town. I
found other people taking part in what we
called the Bronson Park Freedom Encampment spent a lot of their time away from the
park, working or looking for employment,
trying to get Social Security and disability
claims processed, or other necessary paperwork like new identification. These are common priorities for anyone who finds themselves homeless, something that those with a
stable home may rarely if ever have to deal
with and are among many seemingly easy
tasks that often require assistance to achieve.
The encampment was filled with a strong
sense of empowerment and determination,
however. I spent time helping a 52-year-old
woman originally from South Haven but was
living in a tent behind Ministry with Community convince the Mission that it was illegal to prevent her from accessing their
services with her registered service dog. My
daughter and I tried to do our part in what
felt like my extended and blended family –
all of us focused on safety and well being, in
addition to daily operations of the protest
that we hoped would create awareness and
change around the issues of homelessness in
Kalamazoo. I bounced around the encampment looking for anyone that could use help

with my daughter following close behind, often stopping and giving hugs and kind words
to protesters that seemed upset or depressed
because of their situation. And we all were
supported by a person placed in charge of a
security team to keep watch over those staying in the park, and another person who took
charge of cooking all the community meals
of donated food that were not pre-made.
At this time, I felt this was the best option
for us. We couldn’t get another extension at
the YWCA, didn’t feel safe at the Mission,
and were on the waiting lists for any other
shelters, affordable or subsidized housing
units. CPS disgreed, and filed an “emergency
petition” to have my daughter removed from
my custody and placed with her father, who
hasn’t been in contact for nine years. The
court did not remove her from my custody
immediately, since CPS did not have any
proof that I was an unfit parent. We were
given another court date a month later and,
in the meantime, were instructed to return
to the Mission. Soon after, the Bronson Park
encampment was broken up.
Despite all this, I continued my advocacy
on behalf of Kalamazoo’s homeless community. At one particular meeting in October 2018, I spoke again with the CEO of the
apartment complex of which I was still on
a waiting list. We discussed ways that Kalamazoo County falls short in implementing
a “housing first” model, a nationally-known
best practice that has proven successful in
other communities. I reminded her of our
previous conversation, that an earlier eviction has blocked my daughter and me from
entering their unit, and the risk my family
faced even though I was doing everything I
was supposed to within the system to climb
out of homelessness.

A Route to Stable Housing
Shortly after that meeting, I received a
phone call from the CEO’s assistant: that
they had room for me and my daughter in
their family shelter, called Eleanor House, a
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large, old home near downtown that was converted into a temporary solution for familiies. There’s a sense of home and peace in the
more than 130-year-old walls, enveloping
its clients like the warmest, fluffiest blanket
on the coldest of Michigan winter nights.
Some of my first childhood memories are
in that house, where my mother had escaped
my abusive, alcoholic father. The people that
started the shelter back in 1988 knew that it
was important to imbue this sense of home
and family in their daily operations, to give
the clients, even though they had their family with them, a sense that the other families
there became a part of your family as well.
The kids all mingle together like brothers
and sisters do, and, when the kiddos were
off to bed, the parents (often single mothers, but single fathers and married couples
as well) often bond over a late-night cup of
coffee, sharing deep conversations of how
they grew up to get a better understanding
of how we are the way we are now, trading

tips of who was accepting housing applications and what to expect with that particular
company, as well as celebrating good news
like a new job or a house or apartment. (Eleanor House was shut in early June and sold
in September.)
The program at Eleanor House only allowed a stay of a total of 90 days while you
are looking for a home, though if you are
following the program’s rules — making
sure your assigned chores are done, actively
looking for housing and work if you don’t
have an income — they allow you to stay a
bit longer as needed.
As my 90 days were ending, on Dec. 24,
I was informed that I was extended to Jan.
11. I had been following their rules and
things were looking up: CPS dropped the
case against me, I was approved for a Section 8 housing voucher that I applied for four
months earlier, and I had been approved for
an apartment unit with a move-in date of
Jan. 4. Much of that time was a blur as I

It’s been nearly a year since the author,
Miranda Drake, was handed the keys to her
apartment she now calls home. “This is the first
time in my adult life that I haven’t lived with a
toxic roommate or abusive, substance-using partner or family member,” she says. She’s focused on
raising her child, therapy to address effects of
childhood trauma and mental health issues, and
working a part-time job that accommodates her
disability and availability. “My mission now is to
help others that are homeless navigate the various assistance programs that will benefit them the
most and hopefully get them home as quickly as
possible so that they can begin their healing.”
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rushed to make sure I was ready to capitalize
on this string of good fortune. I was packing up me and my daughter at the shelter,
and making arrangements with my partner
to take him to work so that I could use the
car to start moving in.
On Jan. 10, I sent an email to the agencies
involved in securing my apartment unit, all
but begging them to please get their end of
the move completed, as it seemed our movein date would be pushed back a week but our
exit date the next day from Eleanor House
could not. We were waiting for them, and I
didn’t want all of the hard work by me, my
caseworker at Eleanor House, the apartment
complex and its property management company to end with me and my daughter going
back to the street for who knows how long
until paperwork and inspections could be
finished.
The morning of the Jan. 11 was still filled
with uncertainty as I pulled into Eleanor
House. I didn’t know where we would be that
night. I was just sitting in the car, mentally
preparing myself to pack up the car, unsure
of where we were going to go next.
And then I received a call from the apartment complex office manager and my Eleanor House caseworker almost at the same
time. Everything was done. I could sign my
lease and pick up my keys. After six months
of uncertainty, anxiety, and fear finally left
my heart and mind, I began to cry happy
tears of relief. We were finally going home.

We Can Do It, Too

Other communities’ success at ending homelessness are models to follow

H

omelessness can seem daunting, frustrating, overwhelming and Kalamazoo isn’t
the first community to feel that way. We also
won’t be the first to change it, which makes
it a bit easier.
The U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness says four communities in the
country have ended chronic homelessness, and nearly 80 have ended
veteran homelessness.
Here’s how:

Southwest Minnesota

Rockford, Ill.

Kent County, Mich.

Bergen County, N.J.

Located southwest of the
Twin Cities, the Southwest
Minnesota Continuum of Care
(SWCC) is a collaborative organization that serves 18 rural
counties and earlier this year
was certified by the federal government as having eliminated
chronic homelessness. The Marshall Independent reported a coalition of area agencies were on the
same page with a “housing first”
strategy. “It used to be ‘Get your
life together and then we’ll help
you get housing,’” says the organization’s Justin Vorbach. He
says a number of entities collaborated to achieve the goal, which
required quick turnarounds from
identifying a person’s or family’s needs to connecting those
individuals with housing and
services. Angela Larson of the
United Community Action Partnership, one of the collaborators,
says working together allowed
SWCC to stretch limited funds
to be spent smarter.
“You can see the success in
reduced health care costs, fewer
visits to the emergency room,
better attendance at school,” she
says.

In 2018, Rockford became the
first city to end homelessness of
military veterans and the second to eliminate chronic homelessness. It did so by creating a
nexus of services for homeless
people funneled to the same location where homeless people
applied for those services. This
was complemented by tracking
and other data collection in order to make best use of limited
funds, ensure service providers
and policy makers knew what
was needed and infused it all
with a goal of equity.
“In the past, our community
didn’t have a single point of entry and homeless people tried
to enter into whatever program
where they knocked on the
door,” Jennifer Jaeger, Rockford
community services director,
told the Rockford Register Star.
“There was no coordination
and no level playing field. Agencies could pick and choose who
they wanted to work with and
house. Now it is all leveled. People get ranked according to severity of needs. Those with the
most need get housed first.”

In 2017, Kalamazoo’s big
neighbor to the north was certified as having eliminated homelessness for U.S. military veterans. To do so, it created and
executed a vision to identify all
homeless veterans; provide shelter immediately, provide services
and transitional housing assistance and be prepared to step
in if another veteran becomes
homeless.
“It took a team of dedicated,
caring community members to
rearrange structures and resources so that Kent County
can ensure that no veteran will
remain homeless in our community,” says Vera Beech, Executive Director of Community
Rebuilders, one of the agencies
involved, according to a Kent
County statement.

Bergen County, located across
the Hudson River from New
York City, is considered the
first community in the country
to achieve the goal of ending
chronic homelessness, which it
did in 2017. Julia Orlando, director of the Bergen County Housing, Health and Human Services
Center, told NPR’s Here & Now
that “a turning point in our
work” was creating the center as
a single location for meals, housing, and services, “rather than
having to have them transverse
through the entire county of
Bergen.” There were obstacles,
especially getting a critical mass
of the community and leadership on board. To do so, Orlando and her team worked with
landlords to make them more
open to permanent housing options; fast-tracked services when
needed such as in cases of youth
homeless; and once data was
gathered, updated and utilized,
created a county trust fund to
cover the known costs.
“I think the key to Bergen
County is our collaboration. It’s
working with all of our partners
together where everyone has the
same goal,” she says.
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Not Enough Support
Developers and services providers can’t do it alone —
and it’s most cost effective if they don’t.

I

t works. It is cost effective. Even some
local private developers want to take part.
It’s called supportive housing and just as
with Kalamazoo County’s affordable housing
options, there’s just not enough of it.
While the lack of a home technically
makes one homeless, for someone caught
in such a crisis, there’s more than a key to
a front door needed to keep them off the
streets.
“When we think about the housing crisis,
it is not just the bricks and mortar. Other
barriers exist that keep people out of housing,” Stephanie Hoffman, executive director
of the shelter and housing non profit Open
Doors Kalamazoo, told The Homefront.
There’s the lack of available housing, for
sure, Hoffman says, as evidenced by monthslong waiting lists in the county. It’s especially acute for someone working a minimum
wage job or someone with an old eviction or
criminal record. They may have a low credit
score working against them or lost their job
so income has dried up. Perhaps their health
care costs were more than they could pay or
physical or mental health setbacks like addiction have upended their goals in life. Maybe
they don’t have a car and they can’t find a
home that is close enough to a bus line as
well as work and social services providers
that they need to keep on track.
Open Doors accounts for all of that when
helping a tenant in one of the hundreds of
rental units scattered across 23 buildings in
the county that the nonprofit owns and manages, she says.
“We really believe in the humanity of our
shelter guests and our residents,” Hoffman
says. “The main thing is they stay in housing, they can continue to go to work, and
continue the household plan.”
The practical definition of “supportive
housing” — basically, packaging a safe home
with the support and services tailored to an
individual’s situation that exposed them to
homelessness in the first place — often depends on how the tactician in a community’s
fight against homelessness deploys it, as well
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as government requirements if a housing
program utilizes taxpayer funds.
This can range from a social worker or
representative of a service provider clocking
a minimum number of hours at an apartment complex to as intense as having a caseworker or mentor living on site.
“We need [more] permanent supportive
housing” in the community, Hoffman says.
“In order to address generational poverty
and eliminating it, housing has to be the
foundation of that. Without a home, families
and individuals cannot succeed and thrive.”
The services, tailored to an individual’s
need, are geared for what a person needs
to remain out of homelessness beyond the
physical shelter. Done right, supportive housing addresses the trauma that created the
conditions of homelessness in the first place.
A 2017 report by the National Alliance to
End Homelessness found communities with
permanent supportive housing reduce the
use of publicly funded crisis services, including jails, hospitalizations, and emergency departments. One study in the report showed
providing permanent supportive housing resulted in a 30% drop in chronic homelessness
over the course of seven years. A “chronically homeless person costs the taxpayers an
average of $35,578 per year,” and those costs
drop nearly 50% when people experiencing
homelessness are placed in supportive housing.
“Study after study has shown that supportive housing not only resolves homelessness and increases housing stability, but also
improves health and lowers public costs by
reducing the use of publicly-funded crisis services, including shelters, hospitals, psychiatric
centers, jails, and prisons,” the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness (USICH) says.
“It’s absolutely been scientifically quantifiable that permanent supportive housing
works. It is the cheaper way toward homeless alleviation,” Ben Leverette, the Continuum of Care director at the Kalamazoo office
of the Local Initiative Support Corporation
(LISC), told The Homefront.

Stephanie Hoffman, center, talks with
Open Doors’ staff members.

Lighting a FUSE
Bronson Healthcare thought so.
In 2016, it launched a pilot project called
Frequent User System Engagement (FUSE)
where it and partners targeted a very specific — and very expensive to serve — demographic of the homeless population: those
who frequent hospital emergency rooms due
to chronic pain and who also rely on other
societal safety nets to address a variety of
physical, behavioral or mental health ailments, all of which are exacerbated without
a home.
“This population includes some of our
most vulnerable citizens,” says Michelle
Smith, clinical nurse leader at Bronson
Methodist Hospital.
“Many lack the physical or cognitive ability, for various reasons, to maintain housing,”
Smith says, so they go to the E.R. for “hunger, pain, assault or injuries, and frostbite”
as well as medical issues that would be best
addressed by a primary care physician or a
mental healthcare specialist. Sometimes it is
too late and routine, unmet needs spiral into
a crisis that walks into an E.R.
“Many also have regular contact with police, jails, court systems, ambulance teams,

shelters, and other community agencies,”
Smith says. In other words: costs upon unnecessary costs directly and indirectly related to the basics of a homelessness crisis.
Bronson partnered with the Kalamazoo
County Housing Commission, Kalamazoo
Community Mental Health (now Integrated
Services of Kalamazoo) and the social service provider Interact to give a dozen people
their own personal residences and swaddled
them with services from medical care to substance abuse counseling and mental health
services to assistance with Social Security
benefits — all within their own homes.
In the 12 months prior to enrolling in Project FUSE there were 124 emergency room
visits by the first 11 people in the program.
A year after joining the program, that number fell to 50 visits, corresponding to a nearly
60% reduction in costs to the emergency
department from $52,065 to $20,475. There
was a 28% drop in the particpants’ overall
medical costs as well during that timeframe.

Lessons From Elsewhere
Bronson is not alone. In 2017, the Rand
Corporation studied a similar program implemented by the Los Angeles County Department of Health Services called Housing
For Health and found it was a more efficient
use of anti-homelessness funds: costs to public services dropped by 60% over a year.
“Overall, the cost reductions more than
covered the year’s worth of supportive housing costs, as we observed a net cost savings
of 20%,” the Rand study concluded.
Supportive housing models are “ultimately a little bit of money in the short term that
saves oodles and oodles,” Julie Rogers, chairperson of the Kalamazoo County Commission, told The Homefront. “Not only is it the
right thing to do but it is a cost effective way
of managing.”
There are lessons to be learned beyond
the healthcare paradigm. A 2015 USICH
strategic plan is full of successes of permanent supportive housing projects including
reduced costs on municipal public services
budgets and engagement of child welfare
and criminal justice systems.
“We have to be good learners, good at experiencing and creating different systems
that meet unique needs,” Terry Morrow,
Bronson’s vice president for development
and community health, told The Homefront.

Bronson’s FUSE program included collaboration with a number of local service providers and supporters. Open Doors, which
accepts very little in government funding,
relies on individual, business, church and
foundation donors, as well as discounted rent
from tenants, to fund 96% of its operations.

Obstacles to Development
Meanwhile, local developers say they face
significant obstacles to participate while new
state and federal public housing has been
eliminated.
There’s a reputational issue there — developers from outside the community receive the Low Income Housing Tax Credit
and other incentives to build affordable and
supportive housing according to the letter
of the laws and regulations that govern the
work, but not necessarily the spirit.
“These out-of-state developers are salivating,” says Leverette, who suggests community leaders could see more construction and
better service delivery if they empowered
local developers and incentivized a focus on
services that meet the needs of the end user.
“To truly get fast development you need that
whole community complement to that of
having property managers who manage successful programs.”
Jon Durham of NOMI Developers says
working through the tax incentives and other
requirements that the Michigan State Housing Development Authority sets out that
make an affordable housing project viable is
time consuming but doable. Then comes everything else to make it viable for a tenant.
There’s the “treasure hunt” of getting
memorandums of understanding signed
with accredited service providers, and then
finding state-approved management companies that Durham trusts will execute the
services that make up supportive housing
beyond just a few hours a day of social work
hours — thus, a gap between what’s required
of a developer and what Durham says he
feels needs to happen for it to be successful.
NOMI is currently building an affordable housing project in the Northside neighborhood and working through an 80-unit
permanent supportive housing project on
Burdick Street on the edge of downtown
Kalamazoo that includes extensive outreach
to prospective tenants and bespoke services
once they are given a key to a unit.

“We’re trying,” Durham told The Homefront, “but there are still enormous barriers
and all these intertwined, complicated webs
of relationships that make it really hard to
get it built as quickly as possible and in the
numbers that we need. It’s not happening.”

Addiction Not Being Addressed
One particular demographic that is lacking intensive assistance are those suffering
from the opioid epidemic.
“That’s a missing piece of the puzzle to
the housing situation in Kalamazoo,” Durham says.
Matt Hollander of Hollander Development Corp. says a permanent supportive
housing project for recovering addicts was
killed last year due to NIMBY (not in my
back yard) objections from Edison neighborhood residents which, along with long-term
funding for services, are “the two big ones”
that impede permanent supportive housing
projects.
Hollander’s current project in Kalamazoo
isn’t technically a supportive housing project, though it does pull on those threads. The
Creamery project on the corner of Portage
and Lake streets will have 48 low-income
units as well as a 24-hour daycare operated
by the YWCA.
“The issue is not building apartments, it
is coming up with long-term solid financing
to cover services and all of the treatment
providers” to come into the building, such
as case workers, social workers, employment
outreach, job training, Hollander told The
Homefront. “That costs money, and a lot of
the way the system works is subject to appropriations at the local, state or federal level. It is not easy to set up a solid, long-term
financing stream for those services. You need
to make sure you have 15-20 year stream of
money coming in to support that. That’s a
huge challenge.”
And it is likely to become more challenging. Leverette says there’s a need for another
4,000–4,500 units of affordable housing
throughout Kalamazoo County, and that’s on
top of a need for as many as 3,000 units to
handle the expected non-income-dependent
demand as economic growth continues.
“We need to structure a plan, if we truly
want to grow,” he says. “We need somewhere
to put people.”
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